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their body of a brown colour, another of yellow doubled many
times upon, their shoulder: and those two be girded to them
with a broad girdle: and they have a skinne of leather hanging
on a string about their necks, whereupon they sit, bare-headed
and barefooted: for none of them weareth shoes; with their
right armes bare and a great broad sombrero or shadow in their
hand to defend them in the Summer from the Sunne, and in the
Winter from the raine. They keepe their feasts by the Moone:
and when it is new Moone they keep their greatest feaste: and
then the people send rice and other things to that kiack or church
of which they be; and there all the Tallipoies doe meete which
be of that Churche, and eate the vituals which are sent them.
When the Tallipoies do preach, many of the people cary them
gifts into the pulpit where they sit and preach. And there is one
which sitteth by them to take that which the people bring. It is
divided among them. They have none other ceremonies nor
service that I could see, but onely preaching."
He went to see the Shwe Dagon Pagoda, which from its
imposing hill site still dominates Rangoon. His description of it
is too long for insertion in full, but the following extract shows
how it appeared to his admiring gaze: "About two dayes
journey from Pegu there is a Varelle or Pagode, which is the
pilgrimage of the Pegues: it is called Dogonne, and is of a
woonderfull bignesse, and all gilded from the foot to the toppe.
It is the fairest place, as I suppose, that is in the world: it
standeth very high, and there are foure ways to it, which all
along are set with trees of fruits, in such wise that a man may go
in the shade above two miles in length." Unlike Fitch, Gasparo
Balbi, who, as we have seen, visited Pegu a few years earlier
than the Englishman, had a conversation with King Nanda-
bayin. When Balbi described his home city of Venice as a free
state without a king, he records that the king was completely
overcome with laughter. He thought such a notion incredible.
Until the last decade of the sixteenth century, when the
Dutch and the English began to break through the ring fence of
monopoly and secrecy, with which the Portuguese guarded
their eastern empire, a bare handful of individual prospectors
from other nations managed to penetrate as far as Burma, which
in any case was far from the beaten track. How many tried and

